Life-changing books by Richard Gentle

How We Perform Negative Miracles
An introduction to the Law of attraction (with images and
illustrations). This booklet explains how we all experience daily
miracles – but rarely acknowledge them! Gain the knowledge you
need to become more conscious of your ability to create the life you
desire!

More Than You Think
(Black or yellow cover – same content)
This book explains why you are here on the Earth in physical form,
using the analogy of a game you have chosen to play. It also explains
that each individual is responsible for his/her experience of life on
the planet. A very empowering book that removes blame and gives
you the power to make positive decisions about the life you lead.

More Than You Think (Compendium)
A special edition of ‘More Than You Think’ that contains the text for
Negative Miracles, a little from ‘Quantum Mass Superstructures’, and
also a special section on Raising Vibration.
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What Do You Think?
The latest edition of the ‘More Than You Think’ work. This book
contains most of the information in the compendium book but, in
places, has been re-written and up-dated. Richard asks the question:
What do you think? Because, what you think about, and how you
react to your thoughts, directly affects your experience of life.

Crystal Wand Healing
A booklet about healing and the amazing benefits of using a Crystal
Wand. A ‘must read’ explanation of health for everyone. (Includes
full instructions on making and cleansing a Crystal Wand).

What Ever you Think
A handbook of direct quotes from three off-world entities: Seth,
Abraham, and Bashar. Never before have the most important
quotes, about life and our experience, been brought together in one
place. (Quotes are in italics for ease of access and these are
accompanied with commentary by Richard Gentle).
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Quantum Mass Superstructures –
Creating the world you experience
QMS is a book about how people create physical reality from
conscious thoughts and actions. It sounds highly scientific, but don’t
worry, it is written for anyone to read easily.
If you ever wondered how the physical universe came into being –
and you don’t believe that the ‘Big Bang’ came first – then you will
enjoy this book.

Deliberate Creation a pocket guide to successful manifesting
Areas covered:
Law of Attraction
You experience the reality that
you create
Linear time is an illusion
Resistance stops receipt

Request assistance
Ho’oponopono
Understanding deliberate
creation

The book flips over for Best Action section
Each section provides a brief explanation with easy-to-follow
guidance to help you understand the true significance of this
powerful combination of knowledge.
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Being Well –
deciding on your health and healing
This booklet provides a new way to consider your health and is all
about being well. Its approach may seem by some to be
controversial, but in a world obsessed with handing over individual
wellbeing to others, this is your opportunity take back control of
your health and even restore it!

Words

A booklet of personal poems by Richard Gentle, written between
1980 and 2010.
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